
Complications with International Shipping
Makes Southern Hydraulic's Made in the USA
Cylinders Appealing for Businesses

Manufacturers of custom hydraulic

cylinders, Southern Hydraulic has 25+

years experience producing cylinders for

industries like construction and

manufacturing

ATHENS, TENNESSEE , UNITED STATES ,

May 13, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- As

manufacturers and businesses around

the United States struggle to source

parts from overseas suppliers, the

demand for quality, affordable,

American made products has never

been higher. Southern Hydraulic Cylinder offers an assortment of standard and custom

hydraulic cylinders for customers looking to source new equipment, or change their existing

supplier. Focused on providing an all-encompassing start to finish process for their clients,

Southern Hydraulic handles all design, manufacturing and distribution in-house, hoping to keep

their customers coming back for all future purchases or repairs. 

The recent pause and restarting of overseas manufacturing has brought with it a multitude of

problems for businesses in the United States. Backlogs of orders, over-crowded shipping ports

with extended delays, and limited manufacturing capabilities have made the entire process of

outsourcing products from overseas manufacturers frustrating and exhausting. Promising

delivery of their cylinders in 6-8 weeks, Southern Hydraulic is confident they out perform their

overseas competition in terms of quality, deliverability, and customer service—all while coming

in at an affordable price. 

Custom cylinders being their specialty, Southern Hydraulic offers single acting, double acting and

telescopic cylinders intended for various applications. Available in diameters between 1”-12”, and

up to 14 feet in length, the hydraulic cylinders they custom craft are intended for many types of

machinery and industrial equipment.  

Any businesses interested in custom hydraulic cylinders should check out the Southern

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.southhydcyl.com/
http://www.southhydcyl.com/


Hydraulic Cylinder website, or give them a call 1-800-737-8988.

About Southern Hydraulic Cylinder: Southern Hydraulic Cylinder is a leading manufacturer of

hydraulic cylinders and other accessories. Since 1989, they have provided the highest quality

products to keep their customers’ machines running well. They inspect and oil test every cylinder

before it leaves their plant to ensure their customers’ satisfaction.
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